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Weak and Strong Entity Set The entity set that doesn’t have sufficient attribute to form a primary key and relies on another for its identification is called a weak entity set. On the other hand, an entity that has a primary key is called a strong entity set. It is the one that exists its own, independent of other entities. For example:- Employee’s can purchase policies to cover their Dependent’s so we need to record information about policies i.e. who is covered and who owns the policy. The Employees and Dependent entity set contain the following attribute EMPLOYEES EMP_ID, NAME, B_DATE, ADDRESS, SALARY DEPENDENTNAME, GENDER, B_DATE, RELATIONSHIP Each Employees entity is distinct as each has a unique EMP_ID. But the dependent of “two distinct” employee may have by chance the same value for their attributes i.e. NAME, GENDER, B_DATE, and RELATIONSHIP .They are distinguished only after determining to which particular employees they belong. EMP_ID NAME B_DATE ADDRESS 202 ABHI 8-AUG-78 28-RANI KA BAGH 303 ATUL 15-JAN-82 24-PAL ROAD 404 ANIL 23-MAR-81 335 MODEL TOWN 505 ATUL 11-JAN-75 25 MAHAVEER AV Tabular representation of Employee (Strong Entity Set) primary key EMP_ID NAME GENDER B_DATE RAMAN M 9-AUG-01 SANJANA F 7-SEP-85 ANSHU M 6-JAN-58 SANJANA F 7-SEP-85 Tabular representation of DEPENDENT (Weak entity set)
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In the example of EMPLOYEE and DEPENDENT, the Dependent of is the identifying relationship for dependent entity. The relationship is shown as double outlined diamond. The double lines are also used to connect weal entity set which mean every dependent entity set must be related via dependent of relationship to the employee entity set. It indicates that each employees exits for a single dependent. The discriminator i.e. name of weak entity set is shown by underlined dashed line rather than solid lines. WEAK ENTITY SET It does not have sufficient attribute to form a primary key The member of weak entity set is called subordinated entity It contain a partial key or discriminator which is represented by a dashed underline It is represented by a double rectangle The primary key of a weak entity set is a combination of partial key and primary key of the strong entity set The line connecting it and the identifying relationship is double line



STRONG ENTITY SET It always have an attribute to form a primary key. The member of strong entity set is called dominant entity set It contain a primary key.It is represented bu solid underline It is represented by single rectangle The primary key is chosen from one of its attribute which is uniquely identifies its member The line connecting it and the identifying relationship is single arrow line



Extended E-R Features   



Specialization Generalization Aggregation



Specialization Specialization is the process of defining one or more subclass entity set from super class entity set based on some unique attribute specific to the subclass entity set. For example Consider the EMPLOYEE super class entity set which is divided into SECRETARY, ENGINEER and MANAGER subclass entity sets..These subclass entity set may include some common attribute which are the part of EMPLOsYEE entity set like Name, DOB, Address, EMP_ID etc. But some attributes may be unique to each subclass for example Typing_speed attribute in secretary.Eng_type attribute in engineer and cabin no for manager.These attribute known as Specific attribute or Local attributes of a subclass entity set. In term of EER diagram the specialization is represented by a triangular component labeled “IS A“ and the label IS A stand for is a
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PROPERTIES OF SPECIALIZATION    



Specialization exists only when there exists specific or unique attributes of the subclass entity set. If there is no unique attribute of subclass entity set then there is no need of specialization. Specialization is needed when some relationship types may be participated only by the entity set which are member of that attributes. It is top down process. It maximizes the difference between the entity sets by identifying unique attribute of each subclass.



Generalization Generalization is the reverse of specialization. There may exist a number of lower level entity sets that share the same attribute and participate in the same relationship sets. So we generalize these low level entity sets into higher level entity set based on these common attributes and relationships. In other words generalization is the process of defining a single higher level entity set from a set of specialized low level entity set or identification of generalized super class entity set from original subclass entity set. For example MANAGER,ENGINEER AND SECRETARY are represented as distinct low level entity set.on applying the generalization process on these entity sets ,we will try to find out the common attribute
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and relationship among those entities. Using these common attributes a generalized superclass entity set is made i.e. Employee.
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PROPERTIES OF GENERALIZATION    



Generalization exists only when the distinct low level entity sets have some common attributes and same relationship type. It is bottom up approach. It minimizes the differences between the low level entity sets by creating a single high level entity set using common attributes. Shared attributes are not repeated.



AGGRAGATION One of the main limitation of the ER model is that it cannot express relationship among relationship. So to represent these relationship among relationship we combine the entity sets and their relationship to form a higher level entity set.This process of combining entity sets and their relationship to form a higher level entity set so as to represent relationship among relationship is called aggregation. The higher level entity set is treated as a single entity set like other.
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Ternary Relationship (incorrect Representation of ER Diagram)



Ternary Relationship(after aggregation correct Representation of ER Diagram)



PROPERTIES OF AGGREGATION   



Transitive It implies that if A is a part of B and B is a part Of C then A is part of C. Anti Symmetric It implies that if A is Part of B then B is not par of A. In EER diagram the aggragation is represented by a small diamond.
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